For pulling material from Pay-out equipment, or for in-process applications such as extruders, drawing lines, stranding lines, printers and automatic cut-to-length braiders. “Caterpullers” and Capstans both standard and custom, are available to operate with other Reel-O-Matic equipment and/or existing process lines. Based upon material type and size, as well as line speed and line pull requirements, Reel-O-Matic will provide a system to meet your precise specifications.
Custom-Made Material Pullers

**Specifications:**

- 2 HP “Caterpuller” feed
- Material Capacity to 2” Dia.
- Power Disconnect Switch
- Start/Stop Push Buttons
- Emergency Stops
- Adjustable Pressure Control
- Variable Speed Drive Motor
- Standard Speed: 0-90 FPM

**Options:**

- HD-CTL 4 - Capacity: 4” Diameter
- Integral Hydraulic Pneumatic and Chop Saw Cutters
- Printer Integration
- FPM Indicator
- Motorized Pay-out
- Accumulator and/or Dancer Speed Control
- 16” Dia. Abrasive Cut-Off Saw
- Electronic Predetermining Counter
- Totalizing Batch Counter

Various Take-up and Pay-out Machines available for use with HD-CTL
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